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About This Content

Enhance your Hearts of Iron III experience with the British Vehicle Pack. While playing as the British , 16 new vehicle models
will be used in battle. The famous Comet Tank, Hawker Typhoon Fighter and Battleship King George V are just a few of the

new vehicles available.
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Bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665arcade game! Really fun and intense game to play when you have some free time!
And it's free, so why not click that download button :-)

9\/10. This is the first game ever I played on PC, so much memory I cri evri tim i load this game.. Basically nobody plays this
online anymore. Bots don't provide any sort of interesting challenge.. Baron Reaves went down on me on my second playthrough

10\/10 would play again.. Stop wasting your time here and move on to the next game. This game is bad and nothing like the
Road Rash games you've enjoyed back in the days.

The physics inside this game is so bad that it makes you wanna refund the game. Looks like the bikes don't fully hit the ground
and instead sit in the air. Please fix the somewhat transparent ground as soon as possible because it makes the game disgusting
and almost unplayable imao and feels like I'm playing WipEout only with flying bikes like it's the future or something.

Don't get me wrong I'm a big fan of the WipeOut game series, but WipeOut shall say WipeOut and Road Rage shall say Road
Rage. Do you get what I'm saying?!

Budget version of Burnout Paradise... Day 1 impressions.

Good: This game has a fantastic art style and it reminds me of the older Tactical RPGs like Shining Force. I also dig the Faction
variety. Even though there isn't as many factions as Brigandine the strategies of the in-game factions feel much more varied.
The pirates are numerous and aggressive while the Aliens are tanky and have "Poison" damage. The animations are dope and I
enjoy the Trial & Error gameplay.

Bad: Not a fan of the mouse controls. Scrolling through the large maps for a "low unit count" game is kind of a pain. Also wish
there was an option to increase unit's movement speed animations to make it a bit faster. These are all just nitpicks though.. I
purchased the game as I had casually played it for years in its web based form, a nostalgia moment, if you will. I love the idea of
Lif, always have. However, I spent less than an hour playing the "new" version, and went through steam to get a refund. Bottom
line? The game is just not enjoyable anymore. Multiplayer is an utter joke, and single player is vastly more annoying than it is
fun. I would highly suggest not purchasing Lif at this time, it’s a money grab on a web game that was free-to-play for many
years. Until the game gets a true update, and not just more useless content, I would advise looking into other naturalist type
games.. Runs like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665still to this day. I have no hope for this game. They patch it once
every year or six months adding textures and what not that should have been there years ago. Game still looks half-baked.
1080ti. Still can't run it properly. Ancient garbage.. This game is amazing. Great story which is sadly on the short side. However
the game is completely free, so no reason to complain about that.

I hope they will create a longer game like this and I will gladly pay for it.
I recommend any to play this game, seeing as it's free there is really no reason not to!
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Bugs. This game has bugs, some of which are GAMEBREAKING, so i would steer clear of this game unless the devs put in
some major work clearing these away. Even after this is done, I wouldn't invest in this product. It is lacking a whole lot of
interesting features and mechanics that would work so well in a game about the Mafia. The fact that it is turn based, as opposed
to real time also rubs me the wrong way, and I am not even sure why, maybe just nitpicking, as there is no reason that turn based
shouldn't work for this game.

There is just the basic attack, defend or ceasefire when it comes to district wars. Ther is no diplomacy with the other families,
no real diplomacy with the law. There are a lot of flaws, though that is not uncommon for PC games, and to be honest a lot of
the flaws here are not terrible. The few game-breaking bugs don't seem like they are that difficult to fix, and last I saw on the
forum, they had aknowledged one of the bugs to fix, so they may be fixed inside a week either way.

 TLDR: If this game is on sale for less than $12 or so, I would say it wouldnt the worst thing in the world to buy, but not for $20,
there are dozens of better games for that price.. Pros:

- Fun.
- Not super grindy.
- Cool graphics.
- Unlock system and the variety in it.
- Achievements add to the playability, give goals and make the progress feel rewarding.

Cons:

- I didn't like how you immediately take damage after enemy gets in range and you have to wait for them to get in that range.
- Most of the progress comes from leveling up in the middle of a mission (level up = full heal) so you can get through it.
- Facebook and Twitter achievements.
- The inventory was a bit too small considering how you get so many different items from the chest and missions.
- Boss raids have a timer and a short window on when you can do them, even though they require so many items to enter.
- In order to 100% the game, you have to replay boss raids and earlier stages a bit too many times.
- Enemies can get stuck in their attack animations so that you can't complete a stage without restarting it.

7.5/10. While I haven't fully completed the game, I've played it long enough to venture an opinion. I purchased the game
because I was intrigued by the concept of helping a stranger with escaping from his situation; however, I don't find the character
likable at all. Also a lot of the puzzles don't make sense because clues are not given. Here's an example: You find yourself
dealing with a wall made out of bricks and there's a peacock strutting on the wall. Clues on what to do are completely absent. A
lot of the puzzles are like that. It's also not cool to get mocked when you stop playing the game for a few days. You come back
and the protagonist throws a fit and ends your friendship...

All in all, I would not recommend this game and I wish I had asked for a refund prior to playing it for more than 5 hours. 1 out
of 5 stars.... Buggy interaction. Money grab type of game.. Lost whole family and a donkey, sold cheap jewellery for ridiculous
price, bought overpriced water, got killed in Ghoul onslaught, would haggle again! Now let me get back to making a fortune....
This is a good game about turning letters into words and watching anime characters make jokes.

all games of this ilk need to have leaderboards like this one does.. Combine Carmageddon, Need for Speed Underground, and
Burnout and you get Clutch. A high-speed, octane-fueled, zombie splatterfest. Unlockable upgradable cars and a wide open city-
track makes for an enjoyable romp through this apocalypse. While cars are damagable and show the effects of getting hit, it
doesn't have the absurd deformation that Carmageddon offered. The driving feels solid and doesn't have that 'RC car' feel like
many games have lately. The music is a good mix of appropriate tunes and songs can be skipped if they're not to your taste..
Was a fun read, far less heavy handed than the reviews would have you belive.. Lots of complexity and tense stealth. Definitely
one of the funner roguelikes I've played.. Great continuation of the Freedom Force story with the same great gameplay and
humor. Great comic plot, this time with a World War 2 twist.
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